PARIS RESTAURANT

A fixture for locals since 1951! Many decisions were made regarding the future of Monterey Park during breakfast, lunch, and dinner encounters at this famous local landmark. The restaurant closed in the late 1990s.
During the 1960’s, Monterey Park residents enjoyed unforgettable evenings of music, laughter and tropical adventure! An 80 foot erupting volcano, paradise gardens, caverns, Polynesian dancers and a forbidden isle were all part of THE TIKIS on Potrero Grande Drive.

Today: A mini-mall and Vasquez Flowers are located on the property!
Cruising down the boulevard in the 1960s.

Garvey and Garfield -- Then and Now, still a bustling corner of the city.
The Atlantic Square area through the 1960’s, 70’s and today.
A vision for the future . . . Corporate Center

Industrial growth in 1966 was the goal for developing portions of the old Davidson Brickyard.